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THE VALE
VALUE-DRIVEN ADVANCED LEADERSHIP COURSE

CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS
Deadline for application 1.8.2021
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WHAT IS THE VALE?
The VALE is an advanced leadership course that will take place in late 2021. The
course aims to empower volunteer youth workers across Europe to become more
aware, skilled, and value-driven leaders. Exploring the question of what good
leadership could and should mean, the course takes the participants on a reflective
journey of personal development.
The course will present a range of sub-topics: self-leadership, working with values,
management of group dynamics, conflict resolution, self-reflection, motivation,
communication, and virtual teamwork.

AWARE

VALUE-DRIVEN

SKILLED

because, only when we look,
explore and reflect with an open
mind, we can question our status
quo and begin to notice qualities
and aspects ready for change

because, only with the tools to
catalyze action and experience to
guide our judgement, we can lead
capably and allow ourselves to
grow beyond our perceived limits

because, only when we know
where our inner compass points
to, we can inspire others to follow
in that direction and, in doing so,

lift them up with us

THE COURSE, EXPLAINED
Pre-course

Week 1
29.9-3.10.2021

PREPARATORY
TASKS

LAYING THE
GROUNDWORK...

We will engage
the participants to
reflect on their
ideas of
leadership and
values already
before the course
to kickstart the
process

The first five-day
course weekend
will take place in
Tommerup,
Denmark.

Distance learning

Week 2
10-14.11.2021

Follow-up

ONLINE MODULE
AND HOME
ASSIGNMENTS

...AND TAKING
IT TO THE NEXT
LEVEL

MULTIPLIER
WORKSHOPS IN
15+ COUNTRIES

This will be a crucial
stage in reinforcing
what was learned
the first weekend
and serves as an
important
preparation for the
next.

The second fiveday course
weekend will take
place in Tallinn,
Estonia and raise
the bar for the
participants in both
content and
environment.

The participants
will lead workshops
in their local
communities. It will
engage and inspire
members of their
community for
better leadership.
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PARTICIPANTS
The target group of the VALE is volunteer leaders with a YFU
background. The leadership experience can be varied, however,
and does not necessarily have to come from YFU. The more
varied the participants’ leadership background, the more diverse
the experiences and contributions. Therefore, the course strives
to have a diverse applicant pool and to have a balanced group of
participants in terms of gender, background, and experiences.
Certain selection criteria will be put in place:
Aged 18-30 with YFU background
Has previous leadership experience(s), preferably in leading
large and diverse groups of people, both from within and outside
of YFU
Shows a strong interest in taking on future leadership roles and
being a leader of tomorrow
Ready and able to attend the full duration of the training: both
course weekends and the interim distance learning with home
assignments
Strong motivation, with their newly gained knowledge and skills,
to act as multipliers in their local organisation and contexts
The selection will be done by the VALE organisers. When
selecting the participants, we will consider their motivation,
relevant leadership experiences from both inside and outside of
YFU, and take into consideration the diversity of the participant
group as well as participants located in remote areas.

ELIGIBLE COUNTRIES*

*YOUR COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE DURING THE COURSE, NOT NATIONALITY.

If you reside in a purple country, your
national YFU has supported this
project and secured a spot for one or
several volunteers from their country.
If you reside in a blue country, you
are eligible for a wildcard spot. There
are only a few of those depending on
our funding, so make sure your
application is top notch!
If you fit the participant profile but
live in a gray country – don't hesitate
to reach out!
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LEADERSHIP COURSE, COOL.
BUT SO WHAT?
Leading for a better world is, and has always been, at the core of
YFU’s mission. But leadership doesn’t begin with an organization, it
begins with the individual.
It begins with you.
With the VALE, we have since the beginning been determined to
create something more than a "regular" training course. We want to
create a transformative experience with lessons that can be applied
to not only your leadership but to all contexts in your life where
you're relying on so-called "soft skills" – or how we like to term
them: human skills.
We will challenge our participants with advanced leadership
concepts, methods, and skills. The takeaways from this course will
also equally rely on what you as a participant bring to the table: you
get what you give.
Unlike a training course delivered in one block, our multi-staged
structure allows active experimentation in the “real world” between
the two-course weekends. Our goal is for this to lead to unexpected
observations and insights that you as a participant are able to bring
back, share, and reflect upon with your peers at the second meeting.
We have built the course that we ourselves would be beyond excited
to attend – a journey of a lifetime that we’d want everyone seeking
to advance their leadership to embark on.

JULY 2021

20
participants from
all over Europe

YOUNG
18-30 years old

VOLUNTEER
background in the
non-profit sector

LEADERS
with experience
in a leadership
role - and eager
to take on new
challenges!

It begins with you. Don’t miss your chance!

WHY IS IT WORTH IT?
You will gain a deeper knowledge of yourself both as a leader and in
everyday life
It's organized by volunteers for volunteers: from concept to completion
You'll get to connect with amazing young leaders from all over Europe
It's a great experience to put on the CV – and trust us, we will write an
amazing letter of recommendation if needed
It’s a one of a kind - we will go the extra mile!
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"I've only been doing YFU things out of habit lately, and I
think I found some new insights (or maybe I've remembered
old ones) about why I love it so much and that's there is
more of it than doing the day-to-day stuff that people ask
me to do."

THOUGHTS FROM PREVIOUS PARTICIPANTS

JULY 2021

EXPECTED WORKLOAD
POST-COURSE

PRE-COURSE 5%

(A FOLLOW-UP WORKSHOP)

(INDIVIDUAL PREPARATORY
ASSIGNMENTS)

10 %

AT THE NBLC (THE PREDECESSOR OF THE VALE)
"I think... we, as a group, sort of grew together. It's pretty
unique to grab 20 people, somewhat unknown to each other,
and observe us mature in just 5 weeks. Regardless of where we
were on the spectrum of 'adulthood' when we started the
course, I think all of us took new steps towards it - some took a
step, some took a leap - but a step nonetheless."

INTERMISSION
(GROUP & INDIVIDUAL
ASSIGNMENTS)

25%

IN-PERSON
MEETINGS 60%

WHO'S BEHIND THIS?
A core team of five experienced YFU volunteer leaders will be in charge of the
planning and delivery of the course. The project is made possible in partnership with
YFU Finland and 12 other YFU Member Organizations. The project is financially
supported by funds from the Erasmus+ programme of the European Union.

FINANCIAL NOTES

NOTE! FURTHER DETAILS OF THE TRAINING COURSE,
TRAVEL DETAILS AND LOGISTICS WILL BE SENT TO
PARTICIPANTS AFTER SELECTION.

WHAT WILL BE COVERED?
Experienced trainers and quality learning materials
Travel to both training weekends and accommodation and meals there

PARTICIPATION FEE
The course has a participation fee, based on your country of residence.
It will be minimum 28 euros and maximum 50 euros.
Yes, that's it for the entire course! It's ridiculously accessible, thanks to Erasmus+!
You will be asked to pay this fee when confirming your attendance in the course, if
selected. The fee is non-reimbursable.
OTHER POSSIBLE COSTS
If your travel costs exceed the budgeted amount per participant, you may be asked you
to cover the excess amount yourself. This may happen e.g. in cases when you'd prefer a
different and more expensive connection than has been suggested to you.
In a (post)-covid world, the connections are not as plentiful and cheap as they used to
be, so please allow for longer travel a times and possible overnight stays that make it
possible to stay within a pre-covid-priced travel allowance.
Selected participants will be informed of our cancellation policy before confirming their
participation in the course.
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Don’t miss your chance to participate
in this unique, challenging, and
potentially transformative experience!
We're looking forward to reading your
application.
Enthusiastically,
The VALE Team
For all and any questions, you may
contact us at contact@thevale.eu.
Please don't hesitate to reach out!

APPLICATIONS OPEN UNTIL
SUNDAY 1.8.2021

CLICK HERE
TO APPLY

WEBSITE: WWW.THEVALE.EU
LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/company/thevale

MATTHIAS
MEIERING

TRINE
TAMM

GERMANY

ESTONIA

RIIKKA
PASANEN
FINLAND

TULLE
MOURIDSEN
DENMARK

ERIK
SUNDBERG
SWEDEN

This course has definitely changed my life in a
way that I still can't even completely describe. I
have learned so much about myself, about my
values and behavior. I could even say that my
self-image is so much better and clearer after all
the self-reflection done throughout the course.
This is an amazing opportunity to challenge
yourself, to grow and to get new friends from
other countries. This course is something that
one doesn't want to miss.

- Michael, Denmark, NBLC 2018
(predecessor course to The VALE)
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